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4. Size limits of mechanical vs. inflatable deployable structures

*Professor Steele:* I attended a workshop on inflatable structures at JPL last spring, and I was totally amazed by the plans that people have for very large space structures. It seems to me that the only way to go is inflatables. So there must be a transition between the mechanical systems that people have talked about here, extending the size of these, and if we can work down the list that Dr Lou has made for us, the smallest inflatable structures that make sense. Or do the mechanical people think that they can build 100 m or a 1 km size solar sails — can you imagine being able to do this with mechanical devices?
Dr Lou: I think that this is a very good question, but there is no simple answer. First, let’s consider it from the standpoint of accuracy and let’s talk about space reflectors; inflatable technology at this point cannot deliver sub-millimetre accuracy. To go into sub-millimetre or visible wavelengths the only option currently is to use to mechanical systems, no matter what the size is. Because of this constraint, when we talk about the Next Generation Space Telescope, to replace Hubble, we talk about an 8 m primary reflector. This constraint on mechanical systems is imposed by the fairing of the launch vehicle. Scientists would like to have 20-25 m primary reflectors, but this cannot be realised with the given precision requirement. Second, let’s consider size and mechanical requirements. If the fairing of the launch vehicle is large enough and mass is no problem, going for an inflatable structure may not be the best choice. A trade-off between mechanical and inflatable systems is required.
What has happened during these 10 years?

- Inflatables have not become main stream
- Mechanical deployables still going strong and continuing to get better (e.g. extended versions of Astromesh, optimized coilable booms)
- Ambitious demonstrations of innovative technologies have failed to secure flight opportunities
- Opportunities for novel low-cost structures have come mainly from small satellite missions
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10 m x 1.5 m antenna (5.3 GHz)
structural mass 15 kg/m²

17.3 m x 2.9 m antenna (0.4 GHz)
structural mass 1 kg/m²
Role of Simulation

- Interest in inflatables and other membrane structures has resulted in very significant advances
- Transition from design tool to high-fidelity, non-linear finite element simulation techniques
- User-defined subroutines implementing more accurate constitutive material models
- Detailed experimental validation and verification of predictions
Emergence of Alternative Approaches

- Active shape adjustment
- Active materials (e.g. memory matrix composites)
- Modular structures
- Formation flying
Making it to Space

• Novel structures perceived as risky. Flight testing needed to establish a new technology.
• Techniques for Earth-based testing of large structures continue to be needed.
• Validation by simulation: will project managers be prepared to fly structures whose performance has not been verified on the ground?